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	Untitled

	Project Title: UCLan Theatre and Performance - Solo Digital Performance
	Created by: Krissi Musiol (Course Leader in the School of Journalism, Media and Performance)
	Project Overview: Hi, I’m Krissi Musiol, Course Leader for the BA(Hons) Theatre and Performance course at UCLan. Social distancing is tough – we miss family, friends, and interacting in social spaces. But there are ways in which you can use this time to focus on ideas of community and society and what social interaction means to you.  If you are a student of theatre, drama, acting, or you love performing, then have a go at producing your own solo performance.   For your solo performance, we would like you to think about the themes of ‘community’, ‘sharing’ and ‘acts of generosity’.  Ask yourself: • How can your performance engage or bring others in? • What can your act bring to others at this time? • How might it help us to reflect at a later time? 
	What you will need: • A mobile phone or computer on which you can record your voice. • A quiet room in which to carry out your recording. 
	Your Brief: Task One: Create an audio experience for one audience member by recording some text for a participant to listen to:• An 'audio walk' to be listened to during daily exercise.  You could describe what you see on your walk for them to imagine whilst on their walk.  You could tell your listener about a walk you remember – maybe you will recall a walk on the beach in Spain for your participant to listen to on their daily walk in Preston.  Think about what you can see, hear, taste, touch, smell – encourage your participant to imagine this setting whilst on their daily walk.  Ask them to do the same back for you.  This is a way of connecting and sharing moments, even when we can’t be physically together.• A 'sleep aid' to be listened to before bed. What type of text could you produce for someone to listen to before sleeping?  Maybe you would prefer to record a text for your participant to listen to as soon as they wake up – what could this text be?Task Two: Daily documentaries. Pick a start date and end date, and a duration. It could be one week, two weeks, one month.• Visual diary: set an alarm on your phone to go off at midday each day during your 'documentary' period. Take a photo or short video of whatever you are doing at that moment. You could set up a dedicated Instagram page to record these images.• Fake holiday. Take one image or short video every day of you on your 'fake holiday'. Recreate a beach scene in your garden.  Use costume and props to make it look like you’re on holiday.  What excursions do you go on? What’s the nightlife like? Show us pictures of your fake holiday wardrobe and fake holiday food.  Can you filter a sunset to make it even more breath-taking?• Daily act of kindness. Think about what different thing you can do each day for someone else.  Perhaps you could bake a cake for your neighbour, maybe you could donate to the NHS. Document this with an image and a couple of sentences to give some context.Task Three: A sited performance. • Think about locations in your home that would lend themselves to a show.• What kind of show could you make from your kitchen? Maybe it’s your own family 'Bake Off'. Maybe it’s a cooking demonstration show that goes wrong. Maybe you’re telling the viewer about a recipe but replacing the ingredients with other items.• What kind of show could you make from your shed? Or your cellar? What items are in there and what stories do they tell? Combine this with the Daily Documentary idea: A daily story/poem performed from your shed, every day for a week.• Use the bottles of shampoo/shower gel in your bathroom to act out your favourite play. Romeo is Dove shower gel, Juliet is Herbal Essences shampoo, the razors are the weapons, the sink is Verona….video your adaptation on your phone.
	UCLan courses linked to this project: BA (Hons) Theatre and Performance: www.uclan.ac.uk/w441BA (Hons) Acting: www.uclan.ac.uk/w410
	What skills will this project enhance: • Creative thinking.• Analysis.• Social Awareness.• Facilitation and communication.• Self confidence.


